
                                                 Chapter Ten

     “Ok, I’m going to show you this one time. It’s up to you to get your bird 

legged buddy through here. And don’t you let him roam around down here. My 

friends will get very unhappy if your beady-eyed buddy gets off this trail. 

You understand?”

     Bernie sees that his teeth are showing revealing the very sharp incisors 

again. “Yes sir, I understand. We will stay right on the trail and right on it 

to the outside. You can count on us.”

     With that, Mr. Monster Rat starts down the wall until it intersects with a 

pipe, a fairly large pipe, that slopes downward through the foundation and on 

into the ground. It is very dark and damp, close quarters and scary. Bernie is 

not sure Ralph can get through this tight stuff. About the time Bernie is 

ready to call it quits and look for another way he sees sunlight up head.

     The pipe comes out from the ground and continues over a ditch. There is 

a trail that goes up the ditch bank and then back toward the house. He says 

goodbye to Mr. Monster Rat and starts out. Bernie follows that trail for a 
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short distance and sees Carlos up in a tree looking at the house.  He calls to 

Carlos and Carlos jumps about a foot. He was in the middle of a nap waiting 

on Bernie and Ralph. “Where is Ralph, Bernie? Did you leave him in there?”

     “Yeah, I left him for a bit. I had to find a way out. Fly down here and tell 

me what you think about this hole from a bird’s point of view?

     Carlos flew right down and hopped to the opening going back up the pipe.

He got up into the hole a couple of inches. “Ain’t no way Ralph is going to 

come down that hole. It’s too small.  You have seen how pigeon’s waddles. 

They have to have two or three inches on either side of them for the side 

sway and an inch or two up and down for the head bobble. He can’t come 

down that hole, I can tell you that.  If your talking walking, you just have to 

allow for side sway and head bobble with a pigeon.”  

     Bernie said “Let me think about this for a bit……. Humm, did you see that 

window over the kitchen sink? It is very large and it does not have a screen 

over it. Could you pick up a large stone with your foot and do a dive bomb at 

about a hundred and fifty miles an hour and hit that window? If you could, 

Ralph and I could get ready and as soon as the window shatters we can fly 

out and join you. What do you think about that?”
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     “Well, I don’t rightly know. I never did any dive bombing before. I can 

try. It will be better than trying to get Ralph to come down that hole with 

you. How much time do you need to get back in and ready to go?”

     “Give me a half hour just to be safe. You keep dive bombing until that 

window breaks, ok? I will see you in a bit.” Bernie is running for the hole 

while he is making the last statement.

     Ralph flies over near the kitchen and goes to looking around for stones. 

He does not see any stones but he notices some bright and shinny lug nuts 

near a tire that needs to be put back on a pickup. Apparently someone was 

working on this job when the ruckus broke out in the kitchen. Carlos toes one 

of the lug nut and finds he can get a good grip on it and it is not too heavy 

for him to fly with. He makes three trips with them up into this big oak tree 

out in the edge of the forest lining the estate. This has hardly taken him 

anytime at all so he needs to wait for a few minutes yet.

     Bernie hurries as fast as he can. Even he feels cramped in these quarters 

but at least he had a chance to make new plans with Carlos. It seemed like 

forever to Bernie but he finally made it to the wall and it was a very short 

trip to the opening into the kitchen. He heads for the table that Ralph’s cage 
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is on and slides to a stop when he sees the Agent with his feet propped up on 

the table talking to Ralph.

      Bernie hurries over to the cabinets behind the Agent and climbs up and 

waves at Ralph. Ralph jumps a bit when he sees Bernie out in the open like 

that. But he knows the time is right for the Agent to move on. “I’m getting 

sleepy, Ron. Is it ok if we continue your story until later? It is very 

interesting but I have not been sleeping well with all the stuff that has been 

going on lately and I am extremely tired.”

     Ron says, “No problem Ralph, I need to check the rest of the kitchen 

anyway. You are right about all the crap that has been going on. Those stupid 

buddies of yours are going to get themselves killed. We have turned in the 

revolvers for 12 gauge shotguns with bird shot. Just let them show up again. 

Its bye, bye, black bird or is it a crow? And a white mouse. Jeez, what’s this 

world coming to?” He gets up and starts walking toward the door leading into 

the dining room.

     Bernie starts down the cabinets at the same time. Within a few seconds 

Bernie is climbing up the table toward Ralph. Bernie stands on his hind legs 

and unlatches the cage. “Be ready Ralph. When that kitchen window explodes 
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over there I am going to climb on and ride you bareback. Fly low toward the 

tree line and Carlos will meet us over there with my bird riding equipment.” 

     Shortly, something hits the window with a loud bang and some cracks run 

across the pane but it does not break. Bernie mummers some of the 

expletives he has heard Eddie Blueeyes use. It does not help but makes him 

feel better. Ron is running toward the window and sees the crow approaching 

in a high speed dive. Ron runs for his 12 gauge. Before he gets there the 

second bomb scores a direct hit shattering the window into hundreds of 

pieces. Ron hits the floor covering his head and eyes from the flying glass.

     Ralph jumps out of the cage and lowers his tail feathers. Bernie runs up 

his back and puts his paws around Ralph’s neck. He barely has a grip when 

Ralph starts flapping his wings for all he is worth. Out the windows soars 

Ralph and turns a hard right, then sails down as low to the ground as he can 

get. Just as they arrive at the line of trees a gun blast away at them. 

     Ralph immediately flies down into the grass and makes a very hard landing 

throwing Bernie several feet in front of him. Bernie lands on his back, 

stunned and the wind knocked out of him. As he lying there, he looks up and 

sees Carlos. Carlos is laughing. Crows can laugh. Pigeons can smile, but crows 

can laugh. 
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     He sails down to Bernie. Bernie is trying to get up. Bernie finally rolls 

over and says, “It was not funny Carlos, not funny at all.”

     “Well maybe not from where you were sitting. But from my perch, it was 

hilarious. Jump on,  we got to get out of here, quick.”

     Bernie climbs up Carlos back and crawls into the harness. Carlos and Ralph 

get airborne pretty quick. “Where to Bernie?” asked Carlos.

     Bernie says, “Find us a good secure roof top and let’s talk.”

     Carlos finds this old barn that is unused and lands in the loft. Soon Ralph 

is settling in beside them. Ralph says, “I don’t think there is any use. They 

are going to kill us for sure now. It is just a matter of time before the 

Agents show up with their shotguns, or something bigger. I’m a goner, for 

sure.”

     Bernie says, “Let spend the night here and I will think of something. Don’t 

you give up just yet my friend.”
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